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1. Background
When the Japanese carrier emoji were incorporated into the UCS, the Mahjong tile symbol from those sets was unified with the existing character U+1F004 MAHJONG TILE RED DRAGON. As such, this character was subsequently outfitted with variation sequences to allow it to retain its pre-emoji text-style display when needed.

The same did not happen with U+1F0CF PLAYING CARD BLACK JOKER because it was encoded simultaneously with the rest of the core emoji set. Since U+1F0CF defaults to emoji display, this has the unfortunate consequence that the set of playing card pips cannot be represented in a consistent style in plain text without the use of higher-level protocols. I believe this is a serious defect in the encoding model, which is why I propose adding the necessary variation sequences.

While there are many other characters that would benefit from such variation sequences (which may become the subject of future proposals), I consider the black joker to be the most urgent example because it is the sole emoji-style member of an otherwise text-style group of characters. The Playing Cards block forms a well-defined and closed set, and U+1F0CF is an integral part of it.

2. Proposal
I propose adding the following two lines to emoji-variation-sequences.txt:

```
1F0CF FE0E ; text style;  # (6.0) PLAYING CARD BLACK JOKER
1F0CF FE0F ; emoji style;  # (6.0) PLAYING CARD BLACK JOKER
```

No other property changes are necessary.

3. Usage Examples
Proposal to Define Emoji Variation Sequences for Playing Card Black Joker

Fig. 1: Screenshot of a website using Unicode playing cards to visualise different card decks. Playing Card Black Joker looks widely out of place. Note the use of text colour (grey) to mark ♥️2 and ♣️2 as to be discarded; this would not be possible if the black joker was among the discarded cards. The bottom of the page mentions that “[t]his page will use the Apple Symbols font to override Emoji rendering of Black Joker”, but this font does not exist on the Windows machine used to view the page.

(https://codepen.io/ogab/full/peXpqW)

Fig. 2: Another website running into the same problem.

(http://blog.verytextual.com/2016/01/24/playing-cards-with-unicode/)